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FO L L O W THE  SUN 

 
Two years after the celebrated colourist Henri Matisse was born, in 1871, the Bank Holiday Act was passed, giving 
workers a few paid holidays a year. A little ripple at first, when the passenger jet service took off in 1952, everything 
changed. It issued wave of mass exodus, with 1 million Britons leaving the island for the first time. By 1994 this figure 
had reached 27 million, and today over 43 million Britons wash up on foreign shores like a tsunami. As we enter the 
peak holiday season, Ibid London will open its doors to the playfully titled show Ho lid ay . It is a celebration of 
colour, light and escapism that echoes what Londoners leaving the city are seeking; a city that also becomes a holiday 
destination.  
 
By definition, the holiday is ‘day set aside by custom or law on which normal activities, especially business or work, are 
suspended or reduced.’ It involves a change of scene: travel acts as a catalyst, putting distance between those ‘normal 
activities.’ And yet, it is often taken at the same time as everyone else, for a set period of time. It is a ritual.  
 
Recurring themes emerge such as the search for light, fresh air, water and open spaces – elements that become the 
backdrop for a holiday to happen. They engender freedom of the body, mind, and spirit, something that chimes 
deeply with the history of modern and contemporary art – itself freed from the constraints of literal representation at 
the turn of the 20th century. Individual artists and artistic communities have long gone in search of new environments, 
but rather than seeking to escape they were looking to absorb. Think of the modern greats who all converged on St. 
Paul de Vence: Matisse, Picasso, Miro, Giacometti; or how Van Gogh’s move to the South of France transformed 
his work. They were following the light, and this became manifest in the vibrant colours they celebrated in their 
work. 
 
The British artist David Hockney became famous for his Swimming Pool series, themselves inspired by a move to a 
sunnier clime. This work The Fifth  V.N. P ain t in g , 1992 seems to embody the strange and unfamiliar, 
distortions that often accompany an encounter with the foreign. The form is almost alien, and links beautifully with 
Takashi Murakami’s Van  Go gh , painted ten years later in 2001. In Takashi’s work, the reference to an artist who 
both reached his peak and simultaneously destroyed himself with a move south is parodied in this hypercoloured, 
multi-eyed family of sightseers.  
 
Just as our memories of holidays are dappled with colour, Sonia Delaunay’s C o lo u red  Sq u ares, 1963, is 
reminiscent of the pixilated surface of the sea, refracting summer light. Holidays give our minds the opportunity to 
wander. Alexander Calder’s Hammo c k, 1974, hand woven with primary colours of blue sea, yellow sun and red 
balloons taking off into the blanched sky speaks of both physical repose and transformation: on holiday our skin 
darkens, cottons fade and hair bleaches. Our bodies are given the freedom to move, and heat gives way to sensuality, 
expressed in full chromatic intensity in Allen Jones oil on canvas In  the  M o o d ,  and Devin Farrand’s deliciously 
rainbowed P late  5 , 2015, in steel and yellow zinc. It is like oil on the surface of water reflecting  
the setting sun. 
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On the other hand things can become a little messy. Remember Sigmar Polke’s reputation for escapism in extremis; 
his hedonistic bent often impacted the reading of his work such as Un tit led , 1993. The tendency to take risks 
increases on holiday and can lead to unexpected encounters, potential heartache, or the inability to understand one 
another. Dashiell Manley’s work E legy fo r Whatever is a piece that speaks to this dichotomy. It is a gentle, 
beautiful work at first glance, replete with the sorbet colours of midday sun, and yet it comes from a very different 
place. It is a meditation on the premise of war, and as the crisis in the Middle East intensifies it is hard not to make the 
connection to those places once on the holiday trail now considered too dangerous to visit. 
 
Interestingly there is a jar of Ai Weiwei’s sunflower seeds, Ku i Hu a Zi, that briefly filled the Turbine Hall for two 
days in 2009. It is a reminder that for many people, including artists, travel is simply not an option. With artists 
brought together from all over the world, this show is a celebration of international diversity, sparking the imagination 
and urge to explore. 
 
Enchanting us with colour light and a sense of freedom, Holiday also elicits several important questions. Do we have 
to go away to appreciate who we are? Are we happy with what we are doing all the time? Most of these artists never 
distinguished between work and play, travel and foreign encounters form part of their practice, something they never 
leave behind. Maybe stepping into this space can be a holiday from the retail claustrophobia on Regents Street, or just 
a holiday from your desk. Hopefully it will inspire you to begin planning the adventure of a lifetime. 
  
- Nico Kos Earle 


